Summagraphics, the world's leading manufacturer of Data Tablet/Digitizers has added to its lead. We've added the Bendix* computer graphics line of products; renowned for high accuracy and resolution.

We now offer the largest, most complete product line of digitizers for all your graphics applications. Whether your application is in drafting, cartography, circuit design, geophysics, land management, medical research, molecular modeling or other applications, we make the high quality digitizer for all your computer graphics needs. Digitizers with ultra-high accuracy and resolution. Digitizers with back-lit capability. Digitizers built with the reputation for quality and experience that has made Summagraphics and Bendix the leaders in graphic digitizers.

We have Datagrid II®, the interactive drafting system and ID, the Intelligent Digitizer with built-in microprocessor controls. We even have Bit Pad™, the low cost digitizer for personal computing and small computer systems.

What was once a choice in digitizer manufacturers is now a decision. Summagraphics, the decision thousands of satisfied customers have made.

* Bendix computer graphics products are now manufactured and serviced by Summagraphics Corporation.